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Tristan is one of my biggest clients. He always pays on time, and he always keeps his word. But this

time, he's short on cash. He needs the shipment now, so he offers me collateral. He loans me his

slave, Adelina. Now that Pearl and I are so close, I can't condone this type of exchange. It's wrong.

Inhumane. But she wants me. I can tell. And I definitely want her. Buttons and Shame is told from

Cane's point of view, but Crow and Pearl have their own POV's to develop the overall story.
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Wouldn't you know it? Cane is now in big trouble. He was supposed to finish a weapons deal with

Tristan (he is just as bad or worsed than Bones!), collect the money, release the merchandise and

just go home. How in heavens' name did he ever end up taking a slave as collateral?But we all

know Cane. If there is a woman involved, one that attracts him, his brain cells get scattered. So now

how is he going to explain to Crow why they are missing $10 million dollars and there is a slave to

contend with? And how is Pearl going to react?I found this installment in the series very compelling.

Adelina is such an innocent young woman, you cannot help but feel for her predicament. Cane has

not always been a kind human being, so he has to really stretch himself to help her out. With human

trafficking on the rise world wide, this story brings to the foreground the perils young women face

when they travel even in pairs.Adelina is strong and intelligent. She would have gotten away by now

if it had not been for her best friend Lizzie still being under the claws of Tristan. I cannot wait to read

Buttons and Blame next to see what happens next!I am voluntarily reviewing this book. I thank the



author for sharing a copy with me.

Really you just end the story? There's so many questions, but I'm so invested. I love this writer. How

she leaves you hanging, and wanting more. Can't wait until the next one comes out

Buttons and Shame is marvelous. I have read and reread the book over and over and have already

pre ordered the sequel(5) and then the sixth one. Cane and done a complete about face in having

compassion and kindness that wasn't truly shone in the first three dealing with Pearl and his brother,

Crow. Outstanding.

Love that Crow and Pearl were in this book. I love Cane but was excited to see them also. This

mirrors Crow and Pearls story but still a good read. I would of gave this a 5 but felt it was a little too

short and again it's a lot like the other books. Hopefully the 2nd book is longer.

This series is absolutely one of the best... The characters are so interesting.... The author keeps you

wondering what's happing next...I love them all....Hope the next book is not too long in coming
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This whole series is utterly fantastic. I can't put the books down. I am now in the middle of the

Scotch King, same author, and related to the Buttons series while I wait for the next book in the

Button Series. I could read these series forever. Keep them coming.

It's okay, don't get me wrong I love Cane, Buttons and Crow. I will probably read the next one but

this one was a little slow and repetive. I love the author Penelope!!!

This Button Series is now one of my most favorite series ever. Cane, Crow and Pearl are great

together. Each with their own demons to slay. Love these books.
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